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BACKGROUND

ANALYSIS

Perceptual reports containing see + DP complement are typically characterized as:

Intensional transi,ve see

• Extensional & veridical (Higginbotham 1983)

• Neo-Carlsonian account, similar to Jaeger (2001).
Ø PercepFon is a relaFon between stages of individuals.

• Epistemically neutral – the perceiver need not be commiEed to the descripFon in
the DP (Moulton 2009)

• see combines with a stage-level property; an indeﬁnite complement can achieve that type via a Partee-style type-shin.

(1) Mary saw the robber. (→ Mary may or may not be aware that the person she saw
was the robber.)

• DenotaFon incorporates a set of worlds compaFble with an individual’s percepFons, which may or may not be veridical.

This contrasts with percepFon verbs with ﬁnite clause complements, which are always
epistemically non-neutral.

• DP complement typically supplies both P and y, with P being a property of a stage of y.

(2) Mary saw that a robbery had happened. (→ Mary knows that a robbery
happened.)
However, some uses of see + DP complement cannot be analyzed as extensional,
veridical, or epistemically non-neutral.

(7) see

!,!

!
= !!!!,!"!
. !!!! . !!!! . !!! . ∃!!! . ∃!!! . !"#$%-!" !, ! ∧ !"#$%-!" !, ! ∧ !"! ! !, !, ! ∧ ∀! ! ∈ !"#$ !, ! : ! ! ! !

• In NNRs, DP + RC complement forms a single consFtuent (like Romance pseudo-relaFves), supplying content of P; y can be supplied by the adjunct.
(8) someone who was breaking into… = !!! . !!! . [someone who was breaking into … (!)(!)]
(5) !,! = !!! . ∃!!! . ∃!!! . !"#$%-!" man, ! ∧ !"#$%-!" Mary, ! ∧ !"! ! !, !, ! ∧ ∀! ! ∈ !"#$ !,Mary : [someone who was breaking into … ] ! ! !
Features of intensional analysis of see

(3) Mary saw the inkblot as a bird. (→ Mary believes that the inkblot she saw was
shaped like a bird.)

• see is epistemically non-neutral by default.
Ø P is assumed to hold in all accessible w's and in w, but does not have to.

(4) Mary saw a ghost. (→ Mary believes that she saw a ghost.)

• Other readings of see + DP are pragmaFcally triggered and/or contextually condiFoned.
Ø Non-veridical reports: P holds only in accessible w's; y may be unspeciﬁed, with complement supplying content of P only.

NEW DATA
Non-neutral rela,ves: DP complements of see-type verbs containing rela,ve clauses
that report non-neutral percep,ons, mispercep,ons or (poten,ally false) beliefs.
(5) When she looked at the man jiggling the door handle, Mary saw someone who
was breaking into the neighbor’s house.
(6) In Jack, Diane sees a person who is fundamentally dishonest.
Non-neutral relaFves further demonstrate that DP complements of see are not always
epistemically neutral.
Non-neutral relaFves contrast with Romance “pseudo-relaFves” (Cinque 1995,
Moulton & Grillo 2015), where percepFon verbs combine with relaFve structures in an
epistemically neutral way.

PROPOSAL
Ø How can non-neutral readings for (3-6) be derived while allowing for extensional
treatment of examples like (1)?
Ø How to account for elements in non-neutral rela,ves that are op,onal, but help
drive non-neutral interpreta,ons?
Three key ingredients in analysis of non-neutral relaFves (NNRs):
• See-type percepFon verbs (Levin 1993) should be analyzed as intensional transiFve
verbs relaFng individuals and properFes (Zimmerman 1993).
• Intensional see can explain how relaFve clauses provide properFes that are not
directly witnessable.
• Indeﬁnite relaFve clause acts as a singleton indeﬁnite (Schwarzchild 2002), leading
to non-neutral interpretaFon accommodated by an intensional analysis.

(9) a ghost = !!! . !!! . [ghost(s)(w)]
(4) !,! = !!!! . !!! . ∃!!! . ∃!!! . !"#$%-!" y, ! ∧ !"#$%-!" Mary, ! ∧ !"! ! !, !, ! ∧ ∀! ! ∈ !"#$ !,Mary : [ghost] ! ! !
Ø Neutral reports: discourse or context must explicitly indicate that the descripFon in the DP may not hold in w'

Contribu,on of singleton indeﬁnites in NNRs

Descrip,ons of non-perceivable proper,es

• Singleton reading of the indeﬁnite subject of the relaFve clause is forced
by the subject being already speciﬁed by an adjunct or discourse context.

Intensional treatment of see accommodates NNRs’ ability to describe nonperceivable or inferred properFes.

• Singleton indeﬁnite provides incomplete informaFon and is highly marked,
leading to inferences about why that descripFon was chosen.
Ø Suggests speaker is not willing to commit to whether P holds in w, just
that it holds in w'.
Ø Allows NNRs to report non-perceivable properFes that hold only in w'.

Ø Possible for P to hold of an individual only in perceptually accessible
w's, not in actual world w.
Ø When P is a non-perceivable property, implies that P holds only in w',
since P cannot come from (direct) percepFon in w.

CONCLUSIONS
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Ø This account contributes to developing a uniﬁed semanFc
analysis of see-type verbs and their complements.
Remaining quesFons:
Ø Does the lexical entry for see need to make explicit the default
assumpFon that P holds in both w' and w?
Ø Does machinery for accommodaFng ‘atypical’ uses of see (i.e., nonveridical or neutral perceptual reports) need to be part of the
denotaFon for see, or can this be handled another way?
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